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Abstract

This state of the art report covers reconstruction methods for transparent and specular objects or phenomena.

While the 3D acquisition of opaque surfaces with Lambertian reflectance is a well-studied problem, transparent,

refractive, specular and potentially dynamic scenes pose challenging problems for acquisition systems. This report

reviews and categorizes the literature in this field.

Despite tremendous interest in object digitization, the acquisition of digital models of transparent or specular

objects is far from being a solved problem. On the other hand, real-world data is in high demand for applications

such as object modelling, preservation of historic artefacts and as input to data-driven modelling techniques. With

this report we aim at providing a reference for and an introduction to the field of transparent and specular object

reconstruction.

We describe acquisition approaches for different classes of objects. Transparent objects/phenomena that do not

change the straight ray geometry can be found foremost in natural phenomena. Refraction effects are usually

small and can be considered negligible for these objects. Phenomena as diverse as fire, smoke, and interstellar

nebulae can be modelled using a straight ray model of image formation. Refractive and specular surfaces on the

other hand change the straight rays into usually piecewise linear ray paths, adding additional complexity to the

reconstruction problem. Translucent objects exhibit significant sub-surface scattering effects rendering traditional

acquisition approaches unstable. Different classes of techniques have been developed to deal with these problems

and good reconstruction results can be achieved with current state-of-the-art techniques. However, the approaches

are still specialized and targeted at very specific object classes. We classify the existing literature and hope to

provide an entry point to this exiting field.

Keywords: range scanning, transparent, specular, and volumetric objects

ACM CCS: I.4.8 Scene Analysis, Range Data, Shape I.2.10 Vision and Scene Understanding, 3D Scene Analysis.

1. Introduction

The acquisition of three-dimensional (3D) real world ob-

jects or phenomena is an important topic in computer graph-

ics as well as in computer vision. Current rendering tech-

niques achieve a high degree of realism once suitable com-

puter models are available. However, manual generation of

digital content is a labour-intensive task. Therefore, object
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Figure 1: A taxonomy of object classes based on increasing complexity in light transport. In this report we focus on recon-

struction approaches for object classes 3–7 (yellow box).

digitization techniques that automatically generate digital

models from real-world objects have been of considerable

interest, both in research and in the industry.

Most techniques that have been developed over the past

two decades have focused on opaque objects with Lamber-

tian reflectance though this has changed in the last 5 years

[ZBK02, DYW05]. There has been tremendous progress in

this area, however, large classes of objects/phenomena still

pose difficulties for traditional acquisition techniques. Be-

cause the majority of object acquisition approaches rely on

observing light reflected off a surface, objects made of ma-

terials that exhibit significant effects of global light transport

or that are simply too dark are difficult to handle.

In Figure 1, we show a taxonomy of object classes with

different material properties giving rise to different modes

of light transport. While methods for the acquisition of dif-

fuse and glossy surfaces (green box) have been extensively

studied, there are objects causing more complex light trans-

port effects (yellow box). This report reviews state-of-the-

art reconstruction techniques for object classes 3–7. Exam-

ples of objects or phenomena that can be modelled using

these techniques include mirror-like objects, glass objects,

water surfaces and natural phenomena like fire, smoke and

interstellar nebulae. We focus on techniques that result in

3D models of objects’ surfaces or volumetric descriptions,

excluding purely image based approaches such as, for ex-

ample, environment matting [ZWCS99, CZH∗00, WFZ02,

PD03, AMKB04] and approaches that enhance coarse geom-

etry models, for example, opacity hulls [MPN∗02, MPZ∗02].

Image-based techniques are useful for rendering acquired ob-

jects with good quality, however it is not clear how to analyse

and modify the data which is much simpler when surface ge-

ometry or volumetric object descriptions are available.

For object classes 8 and 9, full global illumination ef-

fects have to be taken into account. Participating media

can be made more transparent by employing controlled il-

lumination [GNS08]. Opaque objects immersed in partici-

pating media can be acquired using structured light tech-

niques [NNSK05, FHL∗08], and the scattering parameters

of a homogeneous participating medium can be measured

[NGD∗06, JDJ06]. However, there are, with the exception of

[FHL∗08], no reconstruction techniques for inhomogeneous

participating media exhibiting multiple-scattering effects in

the computer graphics and computer vision literature. The

problem is studied in the context of medical imaging, see

for example [COW∗96], having applications in ultrasound

imaging of tissue.

The report covers principles and practice of automated

acquisition techniques for transparent, refractive, specular

and translucent objects. We review the major experimental

setups, principles of surface or volume acquisition and exper-

imental results for these types of objects. We discuss advan-

tages and drawbacks of different methods with respect to each

other and try to assess the current state-of-the-art in the field.

1.1. Overview of traditional diffuse object acquisition

and its extensions

3D geometry acquisition is one of the major research direc-

tions of computer vision and related engineering disciplines.

Several decades of development have led to reliable acquisi-

tion techniques for diffuse objects (Figure 1, class 1). A wide

range of methods have been proposed, which can be coarsely

divided into active and passive range sensing. Active range

scanning techniques actively control the lighting in the scene,

for example by projecting patterns of light, making feature

c© 2010 The Authors
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detection more reliable than in the uncontrolled case of pas-

sive sensing. Davis et al. [DNRR05] present a framework

that unifies and generalizes active and passive range sens-

ing approaches. Sensor fusion of active and passive range

sensing techniques is discussed by Beraldin [Ber04].

1.1.1. Active structured light scanning

Examples of active range scanning include laser stripe pro-

jection, various structured light projection systems and time-

of-flight scanners. For an overview of current state-of-the-art

techniques in active range scanning we refer the interested

reader to [Bla04]. Active light range scanning techniques

belong to the most accurate object acquisition approaches

known today. However, most of them rely on a clearly de-

tectable pattern of light being reflected off the object’s sur-

face. Objects exhibiting significant effects of global light

transport such as specular, refractive and translucent objects

pose major difficulties for the proper analysis of the sensed

reflection pattern. Another class of objects that is difficult to

handle are objects with a very low surface albedo.

Active light range scanning techniques have been made

more robust with respect to variations in surface reflectance

by analysing space–time properties of the reflected light

[CL95]. Curless and Levoy [CL95] show that varying surface

reflectance as well as self-occlusions and object edges result

in a systematic error in depth estimation. The proposed space-

time analysis significantly improves range scanning results

for glossy surfaces (Figure 1, class 2).

Trucco and Fisher [TF94] investigate the use of a second

CCD sensor to disambiguate detected range data. They pro-

pose a number of consistency checks to exclude false mea-

surements from the processing pipeline. Park and Kak [PK04,

PK08] consider more extreme cases of non-Lambertian sur-

faces in systems based on laser stripe projection. They ob-

serve that for these types of surfaces, the reflected light often

results in multiple peaks per scan-line of the imaging sen-

sor, contrary to the assumption of a single peak being made

in standard laser range scanning approaches. They suggest

filtering methods based on local smoothness and global con-

sistency and visibility constraints to clean up the recovered

point clouds and achieve good results even for specular sur-

faces (Figure 1, class 3).

Another approach, based on polarization analysis of the

reflected light is presented by Clark et al. [CTW97]. The laser

stripe projector is equipped with a polarization filter. Three

different measurements are taken with differently polarized

laser light and the polarization state of the reflected light

patterns is analysed. The recovered range scans are shown

to be significantly more robust towards specular reflections

than standard laser stripe projection techniques. Results are

shown on industrial pieces, made of polished aluminum.

A different approach for range scanning of optically chal-

lenging objects has been proposed recently by Hullin et al.

Figure 2: Left panel: surface scanning of glass objects

[HFI∗08] by detecting laser sheet cut-off instead of the

laser reflection off the object’s surface. Right panel: resulting

range scan.

[HFI∗08]. The object is immersed in a fluorescent liquid

and illuminated by laser planes as in standard laser range

scanning. However, the fluorescent solution renders the light

sheets visible, whereas the surface now disrupts the propaga-

tion of light and appears dark. Thus, the intersection between

the plane of laser light and the surface can be identified, and

3D points can be triangulated. An example result for range

scanning of a glass object is shown in Figure 2. Note how-

ever that this approach cannot be used with specular surfaces

since the visible light sheets are now reflected by the object

and are thus visible as a mirror image. This complicates the

detection of the transition between free space and object.

1.1.2. Passive range sensing

Passive techniques in comparison do not influence the scene

lighting and are thus more applicable in remote sensing appli-

cations. A variety of approaches, exploiting different prop-

erties of light reflection, have been proposed in the litera-

ture. These approaches include stereo and multi-view stereo

techniques. A recent review article covering the majority of

approaches is [REH06]. A performance evaluation of multi-

view stereo techniques has been performed by Seitz et al.

[SCD∗06].

Passive range sensing usually makes assumptions about

the material properties of the scene, the most common be-

ing Lambertian surface reflectance. However, recent research

has aimed to relax this constraint. There are a variety of ap-

proaches targeting objects with non-Lambertian reflectance

properties. For objects exhibiting Lambertian reflectance, a

surface point can be assumed to have a similar colour in im-

ages taken from different view-points. This is no longer true

for non-Lambertian surfaces. Large parts of the literature on

non-Lambertian (class 2) surface reconstruction is based on

the extension of (multi-view) stereo techniques.

c© 2010 The Authors
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One approach to extend multi-view stereo techniques to

handle glossy surfaces is based on detecting specular high-

lights in the data and treating them as outliers. Bhat and

Nayar [BN95] use a trinocular stereo system and analyse

pairs of camera images to identify highlights. Nayar et al.

[NFB93] employ polarization filters to identify and discard

specular highlights, whereas Mallick et al. [MZKB05] pro-

pose a colour space transformation that is invariant to changes

due to highlights. Brelstaff and Blake [BB88b] also identify

highlight regions in a pre-processing step using ad hoc con-

straints describing deviations from Lambertian reflectance.

Li et al. [LLL∗02] mark specular image regions based on the

uncertainty of depth estimates resulting from reconstructions

performed in a multi-view stereo setup.

Another approach is based on generalizing the multi-view

matching constraint. Instead of assuming Lambertian re-

flectance and thus colour constancy of a common feature

between view-points, a more sophisticated model of colour

variation is used. Stich et al. [STM06] propose to detect dis-

continuities in epipolar plane images using a constant base-

line multi-view stereo setup. Similarly, Yang et al. [YPW03]

propose the use of a linear colour variation model. Jin et al.

[JSY03, JSY05] encode the colour variation in a tensor con-

straint by considering the local reflectance variation around

each surface point. They show that for surface materials ex-

hibiting a ‘diffuse+specular’ reflectance the radiance tensor

is of rank two. Based on this constraint they derive a multi-

view surface reconstruction algorithm while simultaneously

estimating reflectance properties of the surface.

1.1.3. Photometric methods

Methods that employ a static view-point and observe changes

in illumination are referred to as photometric stereo tech-

niques [Woo80]. Using the observed radiance under chang-

ing, calibrated illumination, a normal map is recovered which

can be integrated to obtain surface shape. Traditionally, pho-

tometric stereo methods have assumed distant illumination,

an orthographic camera view and diffuse surface reflectance.

Goldman et al. [GCHS05] present a photometric technique

that is applicable to class 2 objects (Figure 1). They simul-

taneously recover BRDF parameters and surface normals by

representing the surface BRDF as a linear combination of

two to three basis BRDFs with unknown coefficients.

The fusion of photometric stereo with multi-view stereo

approaches is another direction of research that enables the

BRDF-invariant reconstruction of surfaces. One constraint

that can be exploited for 3D reconstruction is Helmholtz

reciprocity, that is, that viewing rays and light rays can be

exchanged without altering the surface reflectance. Zickler

et al. [MKZB01, ZBK02, ZHK∗03] investigate the use of

stereo images, where light and camera positions are ex-

changed during data acquisition. This way, the reflectance

does not change even in the presence of glossy materials

and surface highlights become features that can be used for

reconstruction purposes. Davis et al. [DYW05] consider an-

other approach to fuse photometric information with multi-

view stereo. Employing a static camera setup and static light

source positions, they develop a constraint based on light

transport constancy. The incident radiance at every scene

point is varied, but the light’s incident direction remains con-

stant. Therefore the reflected light observed by the cameras

varies by the same amount. It is shown that the light sources

do not have to be calibrated and that varying illumination

intensity results in a robust (multi-view) stereo matching

constraint. This constraint can be used as a matching metric

in standard stereo algorithms.

1.2. Definition of scope

The previous discussion provides a brief overview of the

state-of-the-art techniques in 3D range sensing for objects

with Lambertian or glossy surface reflectance properties

(class 1 and 2 in Figure 1). However, these techniques are

not applicable in the case of global light transport like found

in refractive or sub-surface scattering objects. Specular ob-

jects also pose challenges to the aforementioned techniques.

Furthermore, there are classes of phenomena, that do not

have a proper surface and need to be described as volumetric

phenomena.

In this report, we focus on techniques specialized towards

these kinds of objects and phenomena. We have structured

the report such that each of the object classes is dealt with in

a separate section to facilitate an easy localization of the re-

quired information for a certain application, for example, for

glass scanning. This decision results in a separate description

of similar technical approaches to solving similar problems

encountered in each of the object classes. For this reason,

and to aid in the identification of similarities between re-

construction approaches for different object classes, we have

included an overview of the major experimental techniques

as used in practical implementations, Figure 3.

Acquisition approaches for reflective objects (class 3) and

approaches based on exploiting surface reflection for shape

recovery are covered in Section 2. Translucent object re-

construction techniques (class 4) are discussed in Section 3.

In Section 4, we review related work regarding the acquisi-

tion of refractive objects (class 5), whereas in Section 5 we

describe approaches for the acquisition of volumetric, light

emitting or scattering phenomena (class 6 and 7).

Finally, we discuss the merits and drawbacks of the pre-

sented methods and try to identify future directions of re-

search in Section 6.

2. Specular Surface Acquisition

In this section, we discuss acquisition approaches for specu-

lar surfaces (Figure 1, class 3). The reconstruction of surface

c© 2010 The Authors
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Figure 3: An overview of classes of algorithms used in the context of this report and their classification with respect to

application area. The references indicate the sections where a particular technique is discussed.

geometry for specular objects is complicated by the fact that

light is reflected off the surface. Therefore, there are no sur-

face features that can be observed directly. When changing

the view point, features appear to move on the surface and

the law of reflection has to be taken into account. Fixing the

viewing ray and a 3D world position on the incident light ray

determines the depth and surface normal only up to a one-

dimensional (1D) family of solutions [SWN88, SP01]. This

ambiguity can be resolved by assuming distant illumination

or by measuring an additional point on the incident light ray.

One group of methods for specular surface reconstruction

makes use of known or unknown patterns that are distorted by

specular reflection. These techniques usually assume perfect,

mirror-like surface reflectance and are known as shape-from-

distortion approaches, Section 2.1.

Another class of algorithms exploits surface reflectivity

differently. While directly reflected light is very hard to de-

tect for a ray-like light source, for example, a laser beam,

light from point or extended light sources is usually reflected

towards the imaging sensor at some points of the surface.

At these surface points highlights occur which are very dis-

turbing for traditional passive range scanning approaches,

see Section 1.1.2. However, the highlight information can be

directly used to reconstruct these surface points. Techniques

using this observation are termed shape-from-specularity ap-

proaches and are discussed in Section 2.2.

We refer to methods that measure two points on the

light ray from the light source to a surface point as tech-

niques based on direct ray measurements. For mirror-like

objects with a single reflection event per ray, the surface

can be reconstructed very accurately using this approach,

Section 2.3.

2.1. Shape from distortion

Shape from distortion techniques are based on the observa-

tion of a known or unknown pattern that is distorted by a

single specular surface. Multiple reflections are ignored by

current techniques. The pattern is either given as a radiance

map, assuming distant illumination, or placed close to the

c© 2010 The Authors
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Figure 4: The principle of shape-from-distortion based measurements. (a) The setup consists of a single or a number of

patterns in fixed world positions. The pattern is illuminating a specular object diffusely while a camera takes images. (b)

Captured example images. (c) The observed patterns encode one world position for every pixel of the camera. (d) From this

information depth and normal can be extracted. (e) A resulting surface scan [TLGS05].

object, resulting in the depth-normal ambiguity mentioned

before. The principle of the experimental setup for shape-

from-distortion approaches is shown in Figure 4.

2.1.1. Calibrated patterns

One of the earliest approaches of specular surface acquisi-

tion based on shape-from-distortion was proposed by Schultz

[Sch94]. The pattern is assumed to be known and consists of

a partial radiance map of the sky-sphere. The author develops

an algorithm based on information propagation from known

seed points. Reflections on refractive and mirror-like sur-

faces are simulated from four viewpoints and the algorithm

is evaluated on synthetic data.

Halstead et al. [HBKM96] present a shape-from-distortion

approach for the measurement of the human cornea. They

describe a one-view setup where the camera is placed at

the tip of a conically shaped pattern. By observing the re-

flections in the human eye, and employing an inverse ray-

tracing approach the authors reconstruct 3D surface models

of the human eye. The reconstruction approach is iterative

and performs normal fitting using a spline representation of

the surface followed by a refinement step.

Bonfort and Sturm [BS03] develop a multi-view technique

based on specularly reflected observations of a calibrated

world pattern. The method is voxel-based and is similar to

space carving techniques [KS00]. The algorithm first com-

putes a normal for every voxel in every view. This is possible

because of the depth-normal ambiguity in the one-view case

where only one reflected world point is measured. In the

second phase the algorithm determines the object surface by

voxel colouring, the voxels with the most consistent normals

for different views are considered to be surface voxels.

Nehab et al. [NWR08] also define a consistency measure

for normal directions. They use this measure to replace the

matching cost in standard stereo algorithms, an approach in-

troduced by Sanderson et al. [SWN88]. However, because

the matching lacks robustness, the authors anisotropically

diffuse the error landscape to remove spurious mismatches.

Additionally, an analysis of reconstruction ambiguities is pre-

sented.

Tarini et al. [TLGS05] present a one-view approach where

different patterns at the same world location are used to com-

pute pixel to world plane correspondences with sub-pixel ac-

curacy. The patterns are generated using a computer monitor.

Since the monitor is placed in close proximity of the object

the inherent depth-normal ambiguity has to be considered.

The authors resolve it using an iterative approach. An initial

guess for the depth value is propagated and corresponding

normals are computed. The normal field is then integrated to

obtain an updated depth estimate from which updated nor-

mals are computed. The process is iterated until the surface

shape converges. The approach is unique in that it includes

attenuation of the reflected pattern as is, for example the

case in coloured metals like copper and gold. An overview

of the approach which exemplifies the shape-from-distortion

framework is shown in Figure 4.

2.1.2. Theoretical analysis

A theoretical analysis of shape-from-distortion for specular

surfaces has been presented by Oren and Nayar [ON96] and

Savarese et al. [SP01, SP02, SCP05].

Oren and Nayar [ON96] consider specular surface recon-

struction in a structure-from-motion [HZ00] setting. The ap-

parent motion of features in the image plane of a moving

camera is analysed. The authors develop a classification be-

tween ‘real’ features, that is, world points not reflected by

a specular object and ‘virtual’ features, that is, features in-

fluenced by specular reflection. The theory is based on en-

velopes of reflected rays, that is, caustic curves. It is shown

that in the case of co-planar camera movement with respect

to the surface, a profile can be computed from just two spec-

ularly reflected features. For 3D profiles, tracking of a single

specular feature from the occluding boundary of the object is

c© 2010 The Authors
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sufficient to reconstruct a 3D curve on its surface. The point

on the occluding boundary serves as a boundary condition

since the normal is known at this position.

Savarese et al. [SP01, SP02, SCP05] theoretically analyse

shape-from-distortion using a single, calibrated view and a

known pattern with tangential information in a calibrated

world position. Under these conditions, the authors analyse

the differential relationship between the local geometry of

a known, planar world pattern, the specular surface and the

local geometry in the image plane of a camera observing it.

This relationship is then inverted and necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the inverse mapping to exist are given. It

is shown that known position and tangential information in

the world plane in conjunction with second-order curve mea-

surements in the image plane determine the position and the

normal of a specular surface. In general, third-order surface

information can be extracted from a single view setup with a

calibrated planar scene, given the reflections of six or more

scene points.

Links between differential surface properties and images

of specular and refractive objects have also been analysed

by Ding and Yu [YY08]. The authors employ the concept of

general linear cameras [YM04] to classify surface points into

one of eight classes of these types of cameras. Assuming an

orthographic observing camera and height field-like surfaces

without interreflections, it is shown that Gaussian and mean

curvature of object surfaces can be extracted from reflection

or refraction images.

The multi-perspective imaging concept employed above

has also been analysed in a different context. Treibitz et al.

[TSS08], for example show that a projective camera when

used in a multi-medium setting, such as in the presence of

air/water interfaces, in general changes its focusing proper-

ties. The camera is no longer focused in a single point, but

the focal point is expanded into a surface; the locus of focal

points or viewpoint caustic. Caustic surfaces due to catadiop-

tric imaging systems have been analysed by Swaminathan

et al. [SGN01, SGN06] for specular reflectors that are conic

sections. A similar analysis has been performed by the same

authors to explain the movement of highlights on specular

surfaces [SKS∗02], see Section 2.2.

2.1.3. Shape from specular flow

Instead of relying on distant, calibrated patterns, lately re-

searchers have investigated the dense tracking of specularly

moving features reflected from a distant, unknown environ-

ment map. Roth and Black [RB06] introduced the notion of

specular flow, similar to optical flow [HS81, LK81] for im-

age movement due to diffuse surfaces. The authors consider

a surface composed of a mixture of diffuse and specular re-

gions. The camera motion is assumed to be known and distant

illumination by an unknown environment map is modelled.

A vector field describing the standard optical flow between

an image pair is used as input to the algorithm. The mate-

rial distribution is modelled in a probabilistic way and an

expectation–maximization algorithm is employed to infer a

segmentation between regions moving due to diffuse optical

flow and regions with apparent movement due to specular

reflection. Simultaneously, a parametric surface model (a

sphere) is optimized. The authors present synthetic and real

world evaluations using spheres with varying surface proper-

ties. It is shown that the incorporation of specular information

yields a notably better reconstruction than in the case of only

using the diffuse model.

Adato et al. [AVBSZ07] also use specular flow, but re-

construct general surface shape under distant, unknown il-

lumination by an environment map and a static observer,

assuming orthographic projection. The relative positions be-

tween camera and object must remain static, that is, only the

environment map is allowed to move. The focus of the paper

is the theoretical analysis of this setup. The authors show that

in two dimensions an analytic solution is possible if an ana-

lytical description of the specular flow is available. Extending

their results to 3D, they develop a coupled second-order non-

linear system of PDEs which they solve for the special case

of constant angular velocity rotation around the optical axis

of the camera. In this case the equations uncouple and can be

solved by the method of characteristics. An example on real

world data validates the approach.

Vasilyev et al. [VAZBS08] extend this approach by observ-

ing that the specular flows induced by two equi-azimuthal ro-

tations, or more general, by three rotations around arbitrary

axes, can be linearly combined to form the equivalent of one

rotation around the camera’s optical axis. The problem is

thus reduced to the solvable case described by Adato et al.

[AVBSZ07]. The assumption of a constant, known, angular

velocity is still implied. However, the authors show that the

angular velocity can be recovered in conjunction with the

surface properties without having to include additional con-

straints. The constancy assumption on the angular velocity

is, however, still required.

2.2. Shape from specularity

Shape from specularity approaches rely on the observation

of surface highlights caused by specular reflection at some

surface points, see for example Figure 5 (left panel). If stan-

dard stereo techniques are applied to such features, the depth

estimate results in a point in front of the surface for con-

cave surfaces and in its back when the surface shape is

convex [Bla85, BB88a] since specular highlights do not re-

main stationary on a surface when the viewpoint is changed.

Apart from that, the situation is similar to shape from dis-

tortion since the light sources causing the highlight specify

a 3D position in space that is usually calibrated. This results

again in a 1D ambiguity for depth and normals of the surface

[SP01]. The depth-normal ambiguity can be avoided if the

c© 2010 The Authors
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Figure 5: The photo of a jelly candy, exhibiting sub-surface

scattering (left panel), a normal map acquired with the

shape-from-specularity approach of Chen et al. [CGS06]

(middle panel), and three-dimensional surface shape ob-

tained by integrating the normal field. Image courtesy of

Tongbo Chen, Michael Goesele and Hans-Peter Seidel.

illumination is distant with respect to the object size, for ex-

ample [Ike81, SWN88, RB06, AVBSZ07] or if polarization

measurements are being used [SSIK99].

2.2.1. Direct measurement of highlights

One of the earliest examples of shape recovery from specular

information is given by Ikeuchi [Ike81]. The author consid-

ers one-view acquisition under changing illumination using

an extended, distant light source. By employing three light

distributions, surface orientations of a specular object are

recovered.

Healy and Binford [HB88] investigate the information

that is inherent in specular highlights. Using the physical

Torrance–Sparrow BRDF model [TS67], the radiance fall-off

in extended specular highlights is analysed and it is shown

that second-order surface information, that is, the directions

and magnitudes of principal curvature can be extracted from

a single highlight. The authors also investigate degenerate

cases and propose detection and interpolation methods for

surface edges and corners.

Zisserman et al. [ZGB89] study the movement of specular

highlights due to known movement of the imaging sensor.

The authors show that a tracked specular highlight contains

information about a 1D path on the object surface, although

a 1D ambiguity remains. This ambiguity can be removed by

specifying one point on the object’s surface through which

the family of curves passes.

Sanderson et al. [SWN88] propose an approach to scan

specular surfaces termed structured highlight scanning. The

approach is based on the distant source assumption and uses

an array of point light sources distributed around the ob-

ject at a distance meeting this assumption. By sequentially

activating the light sources and observing the corresponding

highlights, a normal field of the surface can be reconstructed.

Nayar et al. [NSWS90] improve on this method by binary

coding the array of point light sources. They employ 127 light

sources, the resulting highlights of which can be scanned in

log2 N passes. This is possible if the highlights do not over-

lap in the image domain. The techniques are applied to the

quality inspection of industrial parts. Graves et al. [GNS07]

investigate the accuracy and limitations of structured high-

light approaches. They find that the accuracy of this approach

diminishes with increasing surface curvature.

In a series of papers Zheng et al. [ZMFA96, ZFA97, ZM98,

ZM00] develop a surface recovery algorithm based on ex-

tended radial light sources illuminating a glossy or specular

object. The light sources surround the object and are observed

by a static camera. By rotating the object, moving connected

highlight regions (stripes) are observed by the camera. The

images are accumulated in a space–time stack of images.

Since orthographic projection is employed, epipolar plane

images can be analysed to recover the apparent motion of

the highlight on the object surface. This information enables

the extraction of the surface geometry of an entire object.

The authors observe that sharper specular highlights, that

is, for objects of class 3 (Figure 1), result in better recon-

struction accuracy. Another work, analysing the geometry of

specular highlights in epipolar plane images is [CKS∗05]. In-

stead of reconstructing the geometry from this information,

the authors concentrate on highlight removal from image

sequences.

Tracking specularities in a structure-from-motion setting

[HZ00] is investigated by Solem et al. [SAH04]. The camera

path and its internal parameters are estimated from tracked

diffuse features in the scene. Additionally, specular high-

lights are tracked through the image sequence and a vari-

ational framework for shape recovery from these sparse

features is developed. To regularize the solution and make

the problem tractable, the authors include smoothness con-

straints for the surface. The variational problem is solved

using a level-set formulation [Set99, OF03] with diffuse fea-

tures as boundary conditions. The application is a general-

ization of structure-from-motion approaches, where specular

surfaces like windows and metallic surfaces are permitted to

be present in the scene.

A completely different approach to exploit highlight in-

formation from surface highlights is presented by Saito et al.

[SSIK99]. Their technique is based on partial polarization of

light due to reflection off non-metallic surfaces. Examples for

such surfaces include asphalt, snow, water or glass. If light

is polarized by reflection, the polarization is minimal in the

plane of reflection, that is, in the plane containing the inci-

dent light ray, the surface normal, and the viewing ray. Saito

et al. exploit this effect by measuring the polarization state

of light with a rotating linear polarizer in front of a camera.

The minimum intensity response of the surface highlight is

assumed to correspond to the linear polarizer being parallel

to the plane of reflection. The angle of the incident light ray

with respect to the surface normal is then inferred from the

degree of polarization of the light measured by the imaging

sensor.
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2.2.2. Surface detail from specularities

Recently, several methods have been proposed to recover ge-

ometric surface detail from specularity measurements. These

details are also referred to as surface meso-structure.

Wang et al. [WD06] propose to use a BRDF/BTF measure-

ment device [Dan01] to also recover surface normal infor-

mation along with spatially varying BRDFs. The device uses

a double optical path. A parabolic mirror section is placed

above the surface such that its focal point is incident on

the surface. Using parallel light that is shifted by a movable

aperture, different incident light directions can be achieved.

Simultaneously observing an orthographic projection of the

surface through a beam splitter enables the observation of

dense two-dimensional (2D) BRDF slices. By detecting the

highest intensity point in these slices, the major reflection

direction of the surface under the incident illumination di-

rection can be recovered, allowing for the extraction of the

surface normal. By moving the mirror across the planar ob-

ject surface, a 2D sampling of the spatially varying BRDF

and surface normals can be achieved. The surface is then

obtained by integrating the normal information.

Another interesting approach to exploit surface reflectance

for object measurement has recently been proposed by Hol-

royd et al. [HLHZ08]. It is based on static viewpoint sampling

of different incident illumination directions due to a moving

point light source. Per-pixel, the measurements correspond

to a 2D slice of the BRDF. The authors continue to establish a

symmetry measure on the recovered BRDF slice. This mea-

sure enables the extraction of a local coordinate frame, that

is, normal, bi-normal and tangent vectors, for every pixel in

the image plane in addition to recovering a 2D BRDF slice

at each pixel location.

A simpler approach using a hand-held sampling device is

proposed by Chen et al. [CGS06]. An object with small vari-

ation in surface height is observed under an approximately

orthographic view. A hand-held point light source is moved

around the object in a large distance compared to the size of

the object. The illumination direction is recovered from four

specular spheres placed in the field-of-view of the camera.

By online-thresholding the video frames, specular highlights

are identified and used to recover the surface normal. The

sampling stage has a user feedback, showing the sampling

density at every point in time. Thus, sufficient data can be ac-

cumulated to allow for a dense reconstruction of the surface

normal field. Again, the normal field is integrated to obtain

the final surface shape. An example object along with the

recovered normal map and shape reconstruction is shown in

Figure 5.

Francken et al. [FCB08, FCM∗08] propose an extension to

this scheme by using coded highlights as in [NSWS90]. The

light source used for producing coded illumination is an LCD

display. However, since the display has to be placed close to

the object in order to cover sufficiently many incident light

directions, the distant illumination assumption is violated and

the 1D ambiguity between surface normal and depth would

have to be considered. It is unclear, how this affects practical

results obtained with this setup.

Whereas the previous techniques assumed approximately

planar surfaces, Ma et al. [MHP∗07] consider high resolu-

tion recovery of normals for geometrically arbitrary surfaces.

The authors employ gradient illumination over the incident

light sphere. By linking the measured radiance to the surface

normals they show that three images taken under gradient

illumination and one under constant illumination suffice to

recover surface normals of arbitrary objects. However, the

derivation is different for diffusely and specularly reflecting

surfaces. Since most surfaces found in nature exhibit com-

bined diffuse and specular reflection, the authors propose to

separate the two components using linear or spherical polar-

ization. A separate set of surface normals is computed for the

diffuse and the specular reflection components. Using a low

resolution structured light scan and the highly detailed spec-

ular normals, they recover high resolution surface models.

Francken et al. [FHCB08] propose a similar setup as previ-

ously discussed. However, instead of generating the distant

gradient illumination by employing spherically distributed

LED’s like Ma et al. [MHP∗07], they use an LCD screen to

display the pattern. The LCD screen simultaneously serves

as a polarized light source, enabling the separation of diffuse

and specular reflection components as in [MHP∗07].

2.3. Direct ray measurements

To avoid the depth-normal ambiguity in the case of near-field

illumination, viewing rays reflected by the specular object

can be measured. A calibrated planar target is positioned in

different locations with respect to the object and the distorted

pattern is observed by a camera. By decoding at least two

world positions for every pixel the reflected viewing ray can

be measured.

A practical algorithm for specular surface reconstruction

based on direct ray measurements is developed by Kutu-

lakos and Steger [KS05, KS07]. They assume that exactly

one reflection event occurs along the ray. Using the reflected

ray and the viewing ray, a surface position and an associ-

ated normal direction are recovered independently for every

pixel. The authors report very precise measurements for a

planar front-surface mirror. Bonfort et al. [BSG06] present

a more detailed description of the approach and show its

applicability to arbitrary surface shapes. An example of the

reconstruction results achievable with this technique is shown

in Figure 6.

3. Translucent Objects

Translucent objects (Figure 1, class 4) are difficult to ac-

quire for traditional range scanning techniques due to the

c© 2010 The Authors
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Figure 6: Shape reconstruction of specular objects using

direct ray measurements. An input photograph with three

curved and one planar specular object (left panel) and recon-

struction result seen from a different view-point (right panel).

The large object to the left has only been partially recon-

structed due to missing pattern information. Image courtesy

of Thomas Bonfort, Peter Sturm and Pau Gargallo [BSG06].

non-locality of light transport introduced by multiple scatter-

ing just beneath the object surface. Active light techniques

often observe blurred impulse responses and the position of

the highest intensity measurement might not coincide with

the actual surface position that was illuminated [CLFS07]. A

notable bias in surface measurements by laser range scanning

is reported by Godin et al. [GBR∗01].

Techniques applicable to surface detail acquisition have

already been discussed in the context of shape-from-

specularity approaches, Section 2.2. Since specular reflec-

tion is not influenced by sub-surface light transport, specular

highlights appear in the same positions as they would for a

surface not exhibiting global light transport within the object.

This property has been used by Chen et al. [CGS06] to ac-

quire the mesostructure of sub-surface scattering objects and

by Ma et al. [MHP∗07] to obtain detailed surface normals

for translucent materials like human skin.

Chen et al. [CLFS07] present a structured light scanning

approach directly targeted at surface scanning of translu-

cent objects. The authors employ an approach based on a

combination of polarization and phase-shifting structured

light measurements. Phase-shifting of high-frequency light

patterns has been shown to enable the separation of specu-

lar highlights and diffuse reflection components [NKGR06].

Chen et al. combine this observation with polarization based

separation of surface highlights to robustly scan translucent

objects. Since light gets unpolarized by global light trans-

port effects, the authors equip a light source and the camera

with a polarizer. By observing two orthogonally polarized

images, multiple-scattering effects can be removed from the

structured light images and improved geometry is recovered.

A photo and a recovered surface scan for a translucent object

are shown in Figure 7.

The phase-shifting technique [CLFS07] discussed previ-

ously relies on polarization-based removal of surface high-

lights. In [CSL08], Chen et al. improve their separation strat-

Figure 7: Photo of a star fruit (left panel) and a structured

light scan (right panel) acquired with the method of Chen et.

al [CLFS07].

egy by modulating the low-frequency pattern used for phase

shifting with a 2D high frequency pattern that allows for

the separation of local direct illumination effects and light

contributions due to global light transport [NKGR06]. This

removes the need for polarization filters and is reported to

yield more robust results than [CLFS07].

The use of high-frequency patterns for the separation of

local and global light transport effects is not restricted to

the improvement of surface scans, but can also be applied

in a volumetric fashion. Fuchs et al. [FHL∗08] consider the

acquisition of object models in the presence of participat-

ing media, or, alternatively, the volumetric acquisition of

translucent, multiple-scattering objects. The authors com-

bine high-frequency de-scattering [NKGR06] with confocal

illumination and confocal imaging. By selectively illumi-

nating and observing different confocal planes inside the

scattering volume, and de-scattering the observations using

high frequency patterns, a complex scene can be acquired

volumetrically. Results are shown on object reconstruction

in scattering media similar to Narasimhan et al. [NNSK05],

and for the volumetric object reconstruction of a frosted glass

light bulb.

An approach not directly related to surface acquisition is

presented by Goesele et al. [GLL∗04]. The authors acquire

the object geometry by covering the object with removable,

diffuse dust and employing a standard laser range scan. They

then proceed to capture the point response of the translucent

object for the whole object surface and different wavelengths,

enabling the photo-realistic rendering of sub-surface scatter-

ing objects. This approach recovers a representation of sub-

surface light transport within the object, but not its geometry.

4. Refractive Surface Acquisition

In this section we consider reconstruction approaches for

refractive objects (Figure 1, class 5). The problem of acquir-

ing complete surface descriptions of refractive objects with

c© 2010 The Authors
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possibly inhomogeneous material properties is very complex.

In its most general form inclusions like air bubbles, cracks or

even opaque or specular materials would have to be consid-

ered. The image formation for such objects is non-trivial and

to date no reconstruction approaches exist for the general

problem. Researchers have so far restricted themselves to

sub-problems like single surface reconstruction where a well

defined surface represents the transition from one medium

to the other. Often the refractive index of the object needs

to be known. Almost all methods assume that the refractive

material is homogeneous. The earliest approaches consider-

ing refractive media can be found in the photogrammetry

literature, for example [Höh71, Maa95]. However, these ap-

proaches consider underwater opaque object reconstruction,

that is, a camera positioned in or outside water, the imag-

ing sensor being separated by a planar layer of glass from

the water in which the object is immersed. Photogramme-

try solutions are based on the bundle adjustment technique

[TMHF00].

In the following, we cover the main categories of algo-

rithms for refractive surface acquisition. Similar to specu-

lar surface reconstruction, shape from distortion approaches,

Section 4.1, and methods based on direct ray measurements,

Section 4.2, have been proposed. Additionally, it is possible

to sample parts of the surface reflectance field densely, Sec-

tion 4.3. This approach allows for the acquisition of refrac-

tive objects with complex, inhomogeneous interior. Another

class of methods is based on indirect measurements like op-

tical thickness or measurements of the polarization state of

the observed light, Section 4.4. These methods employ in-

verse ray-tracing based on physical image formation models

to recover surface shape. Finally, light paths can be linearized

by physical or chemical means, enabling the application of

tomographic reconstruction, Section 4.5, or direct sampling

techniques, Section 4.6.

4.1. Shape from distortion

The basics of shape-from-distortion techniques have already

been discussed in Section 2.1. Here, we discuss techniques

dealing explicitly with refractive surfaces. The acquisition of

refractive surfaces is more complex than the corresponding

specular surface case because the ray path depends on the

refractive index in addition to the dependence on the surface

normal.

Shape from distortion approaches are limited to the recov-

ery of a general single refractive surface or the reconstruction

of parametric surface models of simple shapes and thus are

not suitable for general object acquisition.

4.1.1. Water surfaces

In computer vision, the problem of refractive surface recon-

struction was introduced by Murase [Mur90, Mur92]. The

author considers the problem of reconstructing a water sur-

face using an orthographic one-view setup where the camera

is placed normal to the average water surface. An unknown

pattern is placed at the bottom of a water tank. A sequence

of distorted images due to water movement is recorded by

the camera and analysed using optical flow [HS81, LK81].

The mean value of the pixel trajectories is used as an approx-

imation to the average water surface, enabling the extraction

of the undistorted (undistorted in the sense that refraction is

taking place at a planar interface only) background pattern.

Using the orthographic view assumption, a relationship be-

tween the distortion vectors with respect to the medium point

of the trajectory and the surface gradient can be established

for every frame of the video sequence. The gradient vectors

are then integrated to obtain the final surface up to scale. The

scale of the surface is influenced by the refractive index and

the distance between the water surface and the bottom of the

water tank.

The problem of time-varying water surface reconstruction

is also considered by Morris and Kutulakos [MK05]. The au-

thors lift several restrictions of Murase’s work by employing

a stereo setup and using a known background pattern. With

this extended setup it is shown that an unknown refractive in-

dex can be recovered in conjunction with accurate per-pixel

depth and normal estimates. Furthermore, the method does

not rely on an average surface shape and is also robust against

disappearing surfaces, as in the case of an empty tank that

is being filled with water. The algorithm is a special case

study for a more general analysis of reconstructing piece-

wise linear light paths conducted by Kutulakos and Steger

[KS05, KS07]. The method shares similarities with the nor-

mal matching methods [SWN88, BS03, NWR08] discussed

in Section 2.1 for specular object reconstruction, for example

the normal matching cost function used by [NWR08] is very

similar to the one used here. Some results of this technique

are shown in Figure 8.

4.1.2. Glass objects

Shape from distortion techniques have also been applied

to recover the surface shape of glass objects. Hata et al.

[HSKK96] consider glass objects and drop-like structures

with one planar surface, resting on a diffuse base. The

Figure 8: Experimental setup (left) and result of recon-

structing a time-varying water surface (right) using the

method of Morris and Kutulakos [MK05].
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authors use a structured light setup to project stripe patterns

into the object, the distorted patterns of which are observed by

an imaging sensor. Since there are two refracted light paths,

one from the projector and one for the observing camera, the

problem is more complex than the methods discussed previ-

ously and no analytic solution is known. Instead, the authors

employ a genetic algorithm to recover the surface shape.

Another, model-based, approach to surface reconstruction

of glass objects is proposed by Ben-Ezra and Nayar [BEN03].

The authors assume an unknown, distant background pattern

and a known parametric model for the object as well as

its refractive index. The method differs from the previous

techniques in that it can recover the surface shape of complete

objects and not just single surfaces. The authors use a single-

view setup and track refracted scene features over a motion

sequence of the object, similar to Murase [Mur90, Mur92].

Using a steepest descent method, they solve for the shape

and pose of the object. A-priori geometric models can also

be used to perform camera pose refinement based on specular

reflections [LSLF08].

The tracking of refracted scene features might be com-

plicated by the fact that refraction results in sometimes se-

vere magnification or minification of the background pattern.

Additionally, if the object is not completely transparent, ab-

sorption might change the intensity of the observed features,

complicating feature tracking. A solution to this problem,

an extension to standard optical flow formulations, has been

presented by Agarwal et al. [AMKB04].

4.2. Direct ray measurements

Direct ray measurement approaches, c.f. Section 2.3, have

also been used for refractive surface reconstruction. Rays

are measured after having passed through the refractive ob-

ject. Ray measurements are either based on the measurement

of calibrated planar targets imaged in several positions with

respect to the object [KS05, KS07] or approximated from op-

tical flow data [AIH∗08]. The measurement-based approach

allows for the recovery of several 3D world points per cam-

era pixel to which a line is fit that describes the ray exitant

from the object. Optical flow based techniques on the other

hand are approximate and assume the size of the object to be

small compared to the distance between the object and the

background pattern.

Kutulakos and Steger [KS05, KS07] investigate several

applications of direct ray measurements. The authors pro-

vide a thorough theoretical analysis of reconstruction possi-

bilities based on pixel-independent ray measurements. They

categorize reconstruction problems involving refractive and

specular surfaces as pairs < N, M,K >, where N is the

number of view-points that are necessary for reconstruction,

M is the number of specular or refractive surface points on

a piecewise linear light path and K is the number of cali-

brated reference points on a ray exitant from the object. Two

Figure 9: Faceted glass object with refractive index n ≈

1.55 (left panel) and pixel-independent reconstruction re-

sult (right panel) using the method of Kutulakos and Steger

[KS05, KS07].

practical examples, < 1, 1, 2 > reconstruction (1 viewpoint,

1 specular interaction and 2 reference points) of specular

surfaces, Section 2.3, and < 2, 1, 1 >-reconstruction (two

viewpoints, one refractive interaction and one reference point

on each refracted ray) [MK05], Section 4.1.1, have already

been discussed. The authors investigate the tractability of

general < N, M,K >-reconstruction algorithms and show

that a pixelwise independent reconstruction is not possible

for more than two specular or refractive surface intersections,

regardless of the number of input views and the number of

reference points on each exitant ray. It is also shown that more

than two known points on an exitant ray do not contribute

information to the reconstruction problem.

For the purpose of this section, the < 3, 2, 2 > recon-

struction problem is of interest. Kutulakos and Steger [KS05,

KS07] develop a practical algorithm for the reconstruction of

two interface refractive light interaction using a three view-

point setup and measuring the exitant ray directions. They

recover four surface points and four normal estimates per

pixel of the imaging sensor. One point and corresponding

normal are situated at the front surface of the object. The

other three points and normals are found on the back sur-

face separately for each of the differently refracted viewing

rays. Results of this algorithm on a faceted glass object with

refractive index of n ≈ 1.55 are shown in Figure 9. The re-

fractive index is recovered along with the surface points and

normals.

Another approach that is based on the measurement of

(approximate) exitant rays is presented by Atcheson et al.

[AIH∗08]. The authors focus on the reconstruction of gas

flows, more specifically the reconstruction of refractive index

variation due to temperature changes within such flows. Since

the refractive index variations due to temperature changes are

very low (in the range of 10−4 to 10−3), the exitant rays exhibit

only minor changes in direction. Due to these constraints,

their apparent deflection in image space can be computed

by optical flow methods [HS81, LK81]. Suitable choices

of background patterns and optical flow algorithms are dis-

cussed in [AHI09]. The image space deflections are then

converted into exitant ray measurements by centring the ray
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Figure 10: Optical flow detection in gas flows (left panel)

and an iso-surface rendering of a 3D reconstruction of a time-

varying, inhomogeneous refractive index field (right panel)

using the approach of Atcheson et al. [AIH∗08].

at the midpoint of the gas flow, the region of space occupied

by it being small compared to the distance to the background

pattern. Using the exitant ray measurements, the authors set

up a linear system that describes the differential change in

the ray directions which is related to the refractive index gra-

dient. The linear system is then inverted in a least-squares

sense to yield a volumetric description of the refractive index

gradients, which is integrated to obtain volumetric refractive

index measurements. The method uses a multi-view setup

and is suitable for the reconstruction of time-varying inho-

mogeneous refractive index distributions. An example of the

refractive index distribution above a gas burner is shown in

Figure 10.

4.3. Reflectance-based reconstruction

Reflectance-based reconstruction of refractive objects has

recently been introduced by Morris and Kutulakos [MK07].

The authors employ a static one-view setup with a moving

near-field light source. By moving the light source to a 2D

set of positions on a regular grid while taking images with

the camera, they acquire a dense set of reflectance measure-

ments for each pixel of the imaging sensor. The reflectance

measurements are influenced by direct surface reflection and

additional global light transport effects.

Since the positions of the imaging sensor and the object are

static throughout the measurement process, the reflectance

response of the object stays static with respect to the viewing

direction and a 2D slice of the surface BRDF is measured.

These measurements are corrupted by the indirect light trans-

port within the object, however, the authors show that it is

possible to separate the direct reflection component from the

indirect lighting effects by exploiting the physical properties

of light transport, that is, light travels linearly before hitting

the object and there is a radial fall-off of the incident irradi-

ance. This way, it is possible to detect incident light rays in

the measurements corrupted by additional global light trans-

port effects. The incident light rays converge towards the

surface point that reflects light towards the camera. An ad-

ditional constraint is that the reflection point must lie on the

Figure 11: A refractive object with complex inhomoge-

neous interior (left panel), reconstructed normal map (mid-

dle panel), and depth map (right panel). Reconstructions are

obtained with the method of Morris and Kutulakos [MK07].

imaging sensor’s viewing ray. Based on these constraints it is

possible to reconstruct very detailed depth and normal maps

of refractive objects with complex, inhomogeneous interior,

see Figure 11.

4.4. Inverse ray-tracing

Inverse ray-tracing relies on the comparison of suitably cho-

sen input data with synthetically generated images. The ex-

perimental setup has to be chosen carefully to enable the for-

mulation of a proper image formation model. Starting with

an initial guess for the surface shape, the forward ray-tracing

problem is solved. By relating the residual error in the image

plane to surface deformations the surface shape is optimized,

usually in a non-linear way.

One possibility is an experimental setup that is based

on the effect of fluorescence [IGM05] or chemilumines-

cence [GILM07]. Ihrke et al. [IGM05] and Goldluecke et al.

[GILM07] consider the reconstruction of 3D, time-varying

surfaces of free-flowing water, such as water columns that

splash into a glass when being filled. The method is based

on mixing the water with either a fluorescent dye or a chemi-

luminescent chemical. This measure makes the water self-

emissive when illuminated by UV-light in the case of flu-

orescence or by a chemical process that lasts for several

minutes in the case of chemiluminescence. Self-emission is

assumed to be homogeneous throughout the water, resulting

effectively in optical path length measurements of the (mul-

tiple) refracted rays. The authors employ an image formation

model based on constant self-emissivity and perform a level-

set optimization [Set99, OF03] of the water surface to match

the input video frames acquired using a multi-view setup

with synthetically generated images. The surface is initial-

ized with the visual hull [Lau94]. Synthetic simulations show

the capability of the approach to recover even major concav-

ities. An input image and reconstruction results on real world

data for this technique are shown in Figure 12. The method

can be considered a binary tomographic approach since a

binary volumetric reconstruction is performed.

Recently, water columns have been reconstructed by dye-

ing the fluid with opaque white paint and projecting a pat-

tern onto its surface [WLZ∗09]. This measure allows for the
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Figure 12: Input video frame with chemiluminescent wa-

ter column (left panel), the reconstructed geometry (middle

panel) and another acquired surface rendered into a virtual

environment with modified material properties (right panel).

Surface geometry was reconstructed using the technique of

Ihrke et al. [IGM05, GILM07].

application of standard stereo reconstruction methods to re-

cover surface geometry. In addition, the authors regularize

the surface reconstruction with a quasi-physical prior mim-

icking the behavior of the Navier–Stokes equations. Because

the recorded data is sparse, only physically plausible sur-

faces are generated. They do not necessarily correspond to

the actual physical surface.

A different approach based on inverse ray-tracing tak-

ing polarization into account is presented by Miyazaki and

Ikeuchi [MI05]. The measurement setup consists of a single

camera equipped with a linear polarizer. The refractive object

is mounted inside a geodesic dome of light sources that are

diffused by a plastic sphere surrounding the object. The shape

of the object’s back surface as well as its refractive index and

the illumination distribution are assumed to be known. The

measurement process consists of acquiring four differently

polarized images by rotating the linear polarizer in front of

the camera. The reconstruction is then performed using an

iterative scheme that minimizes the difference between the

measured polarization state and the polarization ray-traced

image assuming a specific surface configuration.

4.5. Reduction to tomography

Under certain circumstances light is not refracted by re-

fractive objects. This is the case if the wavelength of the

illumination is sufficiently high, that is, in the case of X-ray il-

lumination, and when the refractive index of the medium sur-

rounding the refractive object is the same as the object’s re-

fractive index. X-ray scanning of refractive objects is straight

forward [KTM∗02]. Although the authors do not concentrate

on refractive object scanning, computed tomography recon-

struction of glass objects is possible as well, as long as no

metal inclusions are present inside the object.

A method that operates in the visible wavelengths and does

not resort to expensive equipment is presented by Trifonov

et al. [TBH06]. Volumetric descriptions of glass objects are

acquired by immersing them into a refractive index matched

Figure 13: A photograph of a refractive object with absorp-

tive properties (left), a tomographic projection obtained by

matching the refractive index of a surrounding medium to the

one of the object (middle) and the object’s surface generated

by iso-surface extraction on a volumetric representation of

the absorption density of the object (right). The absorption

density is reconstructed by tomographic means [TBH06].

fluid to ‘straighten’ the light paths. Refractive index matching

is achieved by mixing water with, usually toxic, chemicals. In

[TBH06] potassium thiocyanate is used, solutions of which

in water can achieve refractive indices of n ≈ 1.55. If the re-

fractive object is completely transparent, it ideally disappears

in a refractive index matched immersing medium. Therefore,

it is necessary to dye the surrounding medium in this case.

However, if the refractive object is itself absorptive dyeing

the surrounding medium can be omitted. The authors ac-

quire 360 images spaced evenly around the object and solve

a standard tomographic reconstruction problem. Results of

this approach are shown in Figure 13.

4.6. Direct sampling

Another technique avoids the computationally expensive and

ill-posed tomographic reconstruction process by altering the

immersing medium. Hullin et al. [HFI∗08] propose to dye the

refractive index matched liquid with a fluorescent chemical

agent like eosin Y. For measurement, a laser sheet scanning

approach similar to the techniques discussed in Section 5.3, is

adopted by the authors. The laser sheet is rendered visible by

the fluorescing medium while the glass object remains dark.

Since light is not bent inside the tank used for measurement

purposes, the laser sheets remain surface-like even though

they are slightly curved due to refraction at the tank bound-

ary. The curved light sheets can, however, be calibrated prior

to acquisition. Scanning results for an acrylic glass bowl filled

with cylinders of the same material are shown in Figure 14.

Note that the method can also be used for first-surface scan-

ning of refractive, translucent, and low albedo objects, see

Section 1.1.1.

A related technique that also tries to avoid the refrac-

tive properties of transparent objects is investigated by Eren

et al. [EAM∗09]: the infrared spectrum is not refracted by

glass objects, therefore using an IR laser instead of visi-

ble light allows for laser range scanning of glass objects.

The method is termed ‘scanning from heating’ because the

glass is heated up by the incident IR radiation which is then

recorded using an IR-sensitive camera. The resolution of this

technique is, however, restricted since the wavelength of the
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Figure 14: Fluorescent immersion range scanning [HFI∗08] can recover all surfaces of glass objects of homogeneous refractive

index. A photograph of an acrylic glass object (left panel), a direct volume rendering of a recovered voxel model (middle, left

panel), A cut-away iso-surface view (middle, right panel), and a realistic rendering using a ray-tracer with photon mapping

(right panel).

incident illumination is much larger than for visible light and

thus cannot be focussed as well. In addition, glass dissipates

the heat quite well and blurry impulse responses result.

5. Volumetric Phenomena

In this section, we review acquisition techniques related to

3D sensing of volumetric phenomena (Figure 1 object classes

6 and 7). The methods presented here assume a volumetric

description of the scene content. Unlike in space carving ap-

proaches [KS00] the scene is assumed to be either completely

or partially transparent. Furthermore, all methods presented

in this section assume that light rays pass straight through

the scene and that refractive effects can be neglected. The

main application of these techniques is the acquisition of

transparent, volumetric phenomena such as fire and smoke,

but also 3D descriptions of plasma effects like planetary and

reflection nebulae have been recovered this way. Fire and

smoke are inherently dynamic phenomena whereas interstel-

lar object reconstruction suffers from the availability of only

a single view-point. Thus, the methods covered in this sec-

tion typically cannot employ multiple measurement passes

to stabilize the reconstruction.

We classify the approaches to volumetric phenomena ac-

quisition into tomographic approaches Section 5.1, computer

vision techniques that assume partial scene transparency,

Section 5.2 and techniques based on direct measurements,

Section 5.3.

5.1. Tomographic approaches

Observing volumetric phenomena with an imaging sensor

results in integral measurements of the volumetric light dis-

tribution1 over the line of sight for every sensor element.

1The light reaching a sensor element is usually a combination of
emitted light, and light that is scattered into the direction of the
observer. On its way through the volume it is generally subject
to attenuation due to out-scatter and extinction.

Integral measurements are usually called projections and the

task of recovering an n-dimensional function from its (n – 1)-

dimensional projections is known as tomography. The math-

ematical foundations and the existence of a unique solution

for infinitely many measurements have been shown by Radon

[Rad17]. The major difficulties in computed tomography, that

is, in the numerical inversion of the projection operator for

real measurements, are the finite number of measurements

that are usually available and the instability of the inversion

with respect to noise. A classical text on numerical inversion

techniques for the computed tomography problem is Kak

and Slaney [KS01]. Tomographic reconstruction techniques

have lately been used for the acquisition of (time-varying)

volumetric phenomena like fire, smoke, astronomical objects

and biological specimen.

5.1.1. Fire and smoke

In computer vision, the sparse-view tomographic recon-

struction of fire was introduced by Hasinoff and Kutulakos

[Has02, HK03]. In [Has02] a simplified image formation

model based on self-emission is introduced. A collection of

Gaussian blobs with varying standard deviation is used as a

reconstruction basis for the tomographic problem. The blobs

are initially evenly distributed. Their positions and standard

deviations are then optimized in an iterative manner. The

results of this technique, however, suffer from over-fitting

[HK07].

This short-coming was addressed in subsequent work

[HK03, HK07]. The proposed algorithm maintains the ma-

jority of high frequency detail of the input images in in-

terpolated views while simultaneously keeping the number

of input images as low as possible. To achieve this, the au-

thors develop a basis for the reconstructed density fields that

is spatially compact and simultaneously allows for a con-

vex representation of the density field. They term this basis

decomposed density sheets. The basis consists of sheet-like

spatial structures and is proofed to be complete [HK07]. The

convexity constraint on the basis functions’ coefficients is

the major difference to standard tomographic approaches. It
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Figure 15: Density sheet basis (left panel), reconstruction

result for a two-view setup (middle panel) and reconstruc-

tion result from two views for data set in Figure 16 (left

panel) computed with the algorithm of Hasinoff and Kutu-

lakos [HK03, HK07].

enables the recovery of a globally minimal solution at the

cost of employing a quadratic programming solver. The ren-

dering of a simplified version of the basis functions as well

as reconstruction results are shown in Figure 15. The compu-

tational cost currently limits the acquisition setup to camera

configurations that lie in the same plane and allow for epipo-

lar slicing of the reconstruction volume, essentially reducing

the 3D reconstruction problem to a 2D one. Due to the spa-

tial compactness of the basis functions, view-generation from

view-points significantly above or below the plane contain-

ing the cameras’ optical axes results in sheet-like structures

being noticeable in the renderings.

Tomographic 3D reconstruction of time-varying fire and

smoke volumes from sparse view input data has also been in-

vestigated by Ihrke and Magnor [IM04, IM05, IM06]. Com-

pared to [HK03, HK07] the reconstruction is performed with

standard basis functions, resulting in a better representation

of inner structure. This is helpful when synthesizing views

from atop or below the flame. The experimental setup in-

volves a multi-camera acquisition setup arranged in an ap-

proximately circular ring around the phenomenon. In the

case of fire reconstruction [IM04], recording takes places in

a dark environment, while smoke acquisition [IM05, IM06]

is performed in a homogeneously and diffusely lit room.

The diffuse lighting is a measure to make scattering ef-

fects in the smoke volume approximately homogeneous. This

way, the smoke volume can be treated as a self-emissive

medium as in the case of fire. The authors then set up a

system of linear equations that describes the tomographic

projection operation into all views simultaneously. By in-

verting the linear system in a least squares sense, a volu-

metric description of the phenomenon under observation is

recovered. However, the low number of eight cameras in

the multi-view setup leads to ghosting artefacts in the re-

construction [IM04]. Photo-realistic results are achieved by

constraining the reconstruction to the visual hull [Lau94]

of the phenomenon. In [IM05, IM06] it is shown that the

visual hull restriction can be performed by analysing the lin-

ear system only. Based on this observation, and a method

Figure 16: Results of tomographic reconstruction on fire

[IM04] (left panel) and smoke data sets [IM05, IM06] (right

panel). The multi-view setup used to capture the input data

consists of 8 cameras, Reconstruction resolution is 1283 (left

panel) and an octree-representation with effective resolution

of 2563 (right panel).

to project image space residual errors into the volumetric

reconstruction domain, an adaptive reconstruction scheme

is proposed. This allows for higher effective reconstruction

resolutions and a better representation of fine detail. Re-

construction results achieved with this method are shown in

Figure 16.

5.1.2. Astronomical objects

Tomographic reconstruction has also been used in the context

of model acquisition for emissive or scattering astronomical

objects like planetary [MKHD04, LLM∗07a, LLM∗07b] and

reflection nebulae [LHM∗07].

Magnor et al. [MKHD04] describe an inverse rendering

approach for planetary nebulae that is applicable to the re-

construction of these objects in a purely emissive setting

(Figure 1, class 6). Planetary nebulae exhibit axial symmetry.

Therefore, the single view point that is available by observa-

tions from earth is sufficient to recover the 2D emission map

of the nebula. The reconstruction is performed independently

at three different wavelengths to enable realistic rendering of

the recovered objects. A non-linear optimization method is

employed to solve for the emission maps and inclination an-

gle of the nebula. Reconstruction results from [MKHD04]

are shown in Figure 17.

Linţu et al. [LLM∗07a, LLM∗07b] extend this scheme

to include effects of emission, absorption and scattering

(Figure 1, class 7). The authors reconstruct a gas map (emis-

sive plasma) and a dust map (absorption). The reconstruction

of the two different maps is performed by using the physi-

cal properties of different wavelength measurements. Radio

imaging is nearly unaffected by absorption and thus allows

for the reconstruction of the emissive gas map unobstructed

by dust particles. In a second step, an image at visible wave-

lengths is used to recover the dust density, again employing
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Figure 17: Results of axisymmetric tomography on plan-

etary nebulae [MKHD04]. Realistic rendering of recon-

structed nebulae (left column) and iso-surface rendering

(right column).

an inverse rendering scheme. The same can be performed

for infrared/visible image pairs because infrared components

are emitted mainly by the dust distribution, whereas visible

wavelength images include both emission and absorption ef-

fects.

In another study, Linţu et al. [LHM∗07] show a recon-

struction approach for reflection nebulae. Reflection nebulae

do not exhibit symmetry and the reconstruction problem is

ill-posed. The major component in the appearance of these

objects are scattering and absorption of light emitted by the

central star (class 7). The authors again employ an inverse

rendering approach with an additional regularization compo-

nent to acquire plausible reconstructions of reflection nebu-

lae. However, it has to be emphasized that the reconstruction

results have no physical basis in the direction parallel to the

optical axis of the camera.

5.1.3. Biological specimen

Levoy et al. [LNA∗06] describe a light field [LH96] mi-

croscope. A standard microscope is modified by inserting a

lenslet array into the optical path. This measure allows for

the simultaneous acquisition of multiple orthographic inte-

gral projections of the specimen which in turn can be used

to reconstruct a 3D description of the object. Since the view-

point varies only over the area of the main lens, the recon-

struction is equivalent to limited angle tomography, that is,

tomographic reconstruction with large parts of missing data.

The reconstruction problem is solved by deconvolution with

the point spread function of the microscope, the equivalence

of which to tomographic reconstruction is proofed in the

paper.

A non-tomographic way of reconstructing 3D descriptions

of biological specimen is the use of a light sheet scanning

microscope as developed by Fuchs et al. [FJLA02]. A laser

sheet is scanned through a volumetric specimen placed under

the microscope. This allows for the direct sampling of ob-

ject layers provided sufficient amounts of light are scattered

towards the observer and attenuation and out-scatter within

the object are negligible. This is similar to the smoke scan-

ning techniques discussed in Section 5.3. The technique has

been improved for dynamic high-speed fluorescence imag-

ing by Keller et al. [KSWS08]. The method was employed

to observe the growth of embryonic cells.

5.2. Transparency in multi-view stereo

In this subsection we discuss volumetric reconstruction ap-

proaches that are deviating from a classical tomographic re-

construction formulation. Most algorithms can be considered

as specialized tomographic approaches though. The distinc-

tion is thus not strict. Future research could establish links

between the methods presented here and classical tomogra-

phy approaches, potentially leading to more efficient or more

accurate reconstruction algorithms in both domains.

Linear transparency models have also been considered in

the stereo literature. Mixed representations of opaque and

transparent scene parts have been developed by Szeliski and

Golland [SG99] in the context of better boundary and oc-

clusion treatment in passive stereo vision. De Bonet and

Viola [BV99] describe a reconstruction method that as-

sumes partially transparent objects to be present in the

scene. The authors formulate the image formation in such

scenes by using a formulation similar to environment mat-

ting approaches [ZWCS99]. However, their formulation con-

founds transparency and uncertainty and thus does not have

a clear physical basis. The results produced by this method

are not suitable for photo-realistic view synthesis. A for-

mal probabilistic treatment of occupancy uncertainty in

multi-view stereo is presented in [BFK02]. This approach,

however, is focused on scenes that contain only opaque

surfaces.

An approach similar to [BV99] is used by Yamazaki et

al. [YMK06] to model opaque objects with intricate surface

details such as fur and hair. The reconstruction volume is

separated into opaque and transparent regions based on the

visual hulls of environment matted input images. The vi-

sual hull of completely opaque pixels is modelled as opaque

voxels and the surrounding region that projects to partially

transparent pixels in at least one of the input views is con-

sidered transparent. A solution is then computed based on an

expectation–maximization algorithm. The estimation prob-

lem can be interpreted as a tomographic approach in the

presence of occlusions such as metal implants in medical

computed tomography. A toy animal reconstructed using this

method is shown in Figure 18 (right panel).
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Figure 18: Results for the reconstruction of partially trans-

parent objects. Image-based tree modelling Image cour-

tesy of Alex Reche, Ignacio Martin and George Drettakis

[RMD04] (left panel) and reconstruction of a furry toy ani-

mal Image courtesy of Shuntaro Yamazaki, Masaaki Mochi-

maru and Takeo Kanade [YMK06] (right panel).

Reche et al. [RMD04] also use an essentially tomographic

approach to acquire image-based representations of trees.

Similar to [YMK06] they model the tree as a transparent

volume and use an image-based texturing technique to render

the foliage of the tree in a photo-realistic way, see Figure 18

(left panel).

5.3. Direct measurement interpolation

The previous subsections concentrated on inverse problem

formulations of the acquisition problem for volumetric phe-

nomena. Inverse problems are often ill-conditioned which

makes them susceptible to instability due to noise and miss-

ing data. It is therefore advisable to consider direct measure-

ment approaches if this is feasible.

Direct volumetric measurements of time-resolved phe-

nomena have only recently been performed in the computer

graphics community [HED05, FCG∗06, FCG∗07, GNG∗08].

The only phenomenon that has been tackled so far is smoke.

However, smoke as a participating medium exhibits strong

global illumination effects such as single and multiple scat-

tering. Direct measurements of participating media are per-

formed using structured illumination techniques.

A laser ray is either transformed into a sheet of light

[HED05] and swept through the acquisition volume or split

up into multiple static laser lines [FCG∗06, FCG∗07]. Al-

ternatively, a digital projector can be used to generate more

general basis illumination [GNG∗08]. The approaches cov-

ered in this section assume negligible amounts of multiple

scattering to be present in the scene. They are applicable for

the reconstruction of class 7 objects, Figure 1.

5.3.1. Laser sheet scanning

The laser sheet scanning approach by Hawkins et al.

[HED05] is similar to a technique termed laser-induced flu-

orescence (LIF) in the fluid imaging community, see for

example [DD01, VVD∗04]. The measurement setup consists

of a laser light source, a mirror galvanometer and a cylindri-

cal lens. This way, a laser sheet is created that can be swept

through the acquisition volume, illuminating only a 2D slice

of it at every point in time. The laser plane is observed with

an imaging sensor placed approximately orthogonal to the

laser illumination direction. By scanning the volume very

quickly and observing the illuminated slice images with a

high speed camera synchronized to the mirror galvanometer,

200 slices of the volume can be acquired at 25 frames per

second [HED05]. To achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio a

rather powerful 3W ion-laser has to be employed. A sketch

of the measurement setup is shown on the left-hand side of

Figure 19.

The measured image intensities are directly interpreted

as volume densities after radiometric compensation for non-

uniform laser illumination intensity throughout the volume.

Multiple scattering and extinction effects are ignored, re-

stricting the method to the acquisition of optically thin par-

ticipating media. Furthermore, the different slices of the

volume are captured at different instances in time, causing a

Figure 19: Left: Laser sheet scanning [HED05] sweeps a sheet of laser light through the volume. Middle: Structured light

scanning employs various coded patterns, compressive sensing strategies can be employed [GNG∗08]. Right: Laser line scanning

[FCG∗06] uses static patterns of laser lines to increase temporal resolution while trading spatial resolution. In all setups, the

scattered radiance is observed by an off-axis camera, absorption and multiple scattering effects are assumed to be negligible.
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shear in the acquired data if the advection speed of the un-

derlying fluid flow is too fast [VVD∗04]. However, as shown

by Van Vliet et al. [VVD∗04] this effect can be compensated

for by estimating the velocity vectors of the fluid flow using

3D optical flow techniques.

In addition to directly measuring volumetric smoke den-

sity distributions, Hawkins et al. [HED05] propose a setup

to measure the scattering phase function and the albedo of

a participating medium. Measuring these data allows for

photo-realistic rendering of the acquired time-varying smoke

volumes. To measure the scattering phase function of the

smoke, a laser line is projected into a spherical chamber

filled with a homogeneous smoke distribution. The laser re-

sponse is then observed in a single image using a conical

mirror surrounding the chamber. For albedo estimation, a

similar setup is employed, this time using a glass tank with

a planar wall and a high, homogeneous smoke concentra-

tion within the measurement volume. The observed atten-

uation of the laser ray is then related to the albedo of the

smoke.

5.3.2. Laser line scanning

It is possible to modify the scanning setup in order to achieve

equi-temporal volume measurements. One such approach has

been described by Fuchs et al. [FCG∗06, FCG∗07]. The ge-

ometry of the illuminating laser is changed from a 2D plane

sweeping through space to a static set of laser lines, see

Figure 19 (right). The elimination of time-varying illumina-

tion enables the acquisition of equi-temporal data sets, thus

allowing for the capture of fast moving smoke or longer

integration times if necessary. However, this comes at the

cost of reduced spatial resolution. The participating medium

is probed densely on the illuminating laser lines but in or-

der to separate spatial samples in the image plane, the lines

have to be coarsely spaced throughout the volume, such that

no two lines overlap on the image sensor. To increase the

sampling resolution in the image plane, lasers of different

wavelength (red and blue) are used and sensed in the differ-

ent colour channels of the CCD camera. Similar to Hawkins

et al. [HED05], the pixel values are interpreted as a measure

of smoke density. However, Fuchs et al. [FCG∗06, FCG∗07]

subtract median values of background pixels, not occupied by

laser lines in image space to account for multiple scattering

effects.

The data acquired with this approach is densely measured

along the laser lines projected into the medium, but coarsely

throughout the medium itself. The biased resolution along

the laser lines poses a problem for the interpolation of the

data into the surrounding space. Methods using the full data

are shown to have unsatisfactory performance. Instead, a ra-

dial basis function (RBF) style interpolation is found to yield

adequate results. Using a simulation, the resulting interpo-

lated data is shown to resemble a low pass filtered version

Figure 20: Result of laser sheet scanning of a complex

smoke column (left panel). Image courtesy of Tim Hawkins,

Per Einarsson and Paul Debevec [HED05]. Photographs of

laser lines illuminating a smoke volume and resulting recon-

structions (right). Image courtesy of Christian Fuchs, Tongbo

Chen, Michael Goesele and Hans-Peter Seidel [FCG∗07].

of the ground truth volumes. Results of laser sheet and laser

line scanning are shown in Figure 20.

5.3.3. Arbitrary basis scanning

Gu et al. [GNG∗08] generalize the laser sheet and laser line

scanning approaches by using a digital projector in an off-

axis camera–projector setup, see Figure 19 (middle). The

use of the projector enables the projection of arbitrary ba-

sis illumination into the scattering volume. Because light

is scattered into the direction of the observer from every

spatial position, the image intensities super-impose, sim-

ilar to the tomographic problems discussed previously in

Section 5.1. However, because the line of sight stays con-

stant, and the authors assume the smoke to move sufficiently

slow for a constant smoke volume assumption, the volume

densities are expanded in the dual of the projected basis.

The integration performed by the sensor computes the scalar

product between the projected basis and the volume densities,

resulting in the measurement of the dual basis coefficients

in image space. This way, the 3D tomographic problem is

reduced to a much simpler per-pixel 1D basis transforma-

tion. In practice, the authors employ a noise basis and use

compressive sensing [CRT06] strategies to reduce the num-

ber of basis functions, and thus the acquisition time interval

needed for dynamic smoke capture. A fast way of imaging

the required basis representation could employ digital light

processing (DLP) projector technology and high-speed cam-

eras similar to the techniques described by Narasimhan et al.

[NKY08].

6. Conclusions

We have reviewed and classified methods for the acquisition

of surface geometry or volumetric descriptions of objects

with complex optical characteristics. Currently there exist

approaches that can deal relatively well with different sub-

classes of objects. However, the algorithms are still very
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specific and not generally applicable. Furthermore, many

techniques require considerable acquisition effort and careful

calibration.

Except for X-ray tomography, there are as of yet no com-

mercially available scanners for refractive, specular, sub-

surface scattering or volumetric objects. However, consid-

erable progress has been made in the last couple of years

and today it is possible to recover accurate depth and normal

maps for reflective and refractive objects, a task that seemed

close to impossible only a few years ago. Current state-of-the-

art approaches hint at the possibility of robustly recovering

the surface shape of these challenging objects. Still, the ac-

quisition of general, mixed objects remains a daunting task

(Figure 1, class 9).

Especially in the case of refractive objects, it is usually

not sufficient to recover the first surface of an object. Glass

objects, for example, are seldom solid, at least for objects

that are interesting from a rendering perspective. They often

have holes or colourful inclusions, complicating the acqui-

sition process [MK07]. While it would be desirable from a

computer graphics point of view to acquire such objects, at

the moment it is not clear how to achieve this goal. Render-

ing techniques can handle much more complex objects than

can currently be acquired. Apart from the problem of ge-

ometry acquisition, surface reflectance properties have to be

estimated simultaneously to achieve high quality renderings.

There exist approaches to capture the surface properties of

objects once the geometry is known [LKG∗03, GLL∗04], but

the simultaneous acquisition is still challenging even for ob-

jects that do not give rise to major global illumination effects

[TAL∗07]. This is another large body of work and we have

barely scraped the surface. In the long run we would wish

for a flexible reconstruction paradigm that would enable the

acquisition of arbitrary objects made from arbitrary mixtures

of materials.

The results so far indicate that a convergence of recon-

struction methods for specularly reflective and specularly

refractive objects might be achieved. Kutulakos and Steger,

for example, have studied the problem in a common frame-

work. Even though they arrive at a theoretical result that

shows that for light paths intersecting more then two surfaces

of the reflective/refractive type a reconstruction of the sur-

face shape is impossible in principle [KS07], this result only

holds for per-pixel independent reconstructions. Additional

assumptions on surface shape might allow for more relaxed

conditions. Furthermore, the diagram in Figure 3 shows that

the basic ideas underlying reconstruction algorithms in these

areas are very similar even though their implementation dif-

fers in applications. It should therefore be possible to derive

unifying representations and reconstruction algorithms for

class 3 and class 5 objects, Figure 1.

For inherently volumetric phenomena, model acquisi-

tion of time-varying data suitable for photo-realistic view-

synthesis is within reach. While the acquisition effort is still

considerable, and only sub-classes of phenomena have been

covered, it seems to be possible to converge to a generally

applicable reconstruction paradigm. The major task here is

the improvement of existing techniques, using, for example,

temporal coherence of the data. A major drawback of current

techniques is that all of them recover appearance parameters

of these phenomena only. It is desirable to also measure the

parameters of the underlying physical process. This would

allow for true modification of the measured data. Combining,

for example, fluid simulations and measurement approaches

seems to be a promising avenue for future work. A first

step into this direction has been attempted recently by Wang

et al. [WLZ∗09]. While they recover physically plausible

fluid motion from videos, the results are not reconstructions

in the sense that they interpolate and fill large parts of miss-

ing data with physically interpolated results. Being able to

measure physical processes in all their aspects would yield

better insight into the underlying phenomenon and would

enable the development of improved models for simulation

purposes.

The aforementioned challenges require work on the the-

oretical foundations of image formation and especially its

inversion. However, in most of the existing work a traditional

camera model is assumed. Recently, dramatic progress has

been made in the area of Computational Photography sug-

gesting that improved computational sensors will become

available also for measurement purposes. Light field cameras,

for example, allow for the capture of a high angular resolution

while simultaneously spacing view points very closely. This

qualitatively new amount of data would be suitable to anal-

yse difficult objects exhibiting global light transport effects as

discussed in this report. Another promising example, multi-

spectral imaging, could potentially aid in detecting surfaces

that are difficult to acquire otherwise, as demonstrated by the

infrared range scanning technique of Eren et al. [EAM∗09].

In a similar manner, ultraviolet radiation might be used for

object detection in future range scanning systems. Thus ex-

tending the spectral capabilities of our sensing devices could

improve detection and reconstruction accuracy of otherwise

challenging objects.

In summary, there are many applications for general ob-

ject acquisition techniques. In the area of computer graphics,

model acquisition can be automated, simplifying the labori-

ous task of object modelling. Additionally, the acquired real-

world objects can be used for improved rendering fidelity.

An analysis of the acquired objects or object parameters may

facilitate the creation of improved rendering models. Practi-

cal applications include the preservation of cultural heritage,

more life-like appearance of virtually generated imagery and

content production for digital entertainment.

From a computer vision perspective, the investigation of

general object acquisition approaches can yield more robust

algorithms for the recovery of surface shape in the presence of

c© 2010 The Authors
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global illumination effects. Computer graphics approaches,

describing the forward problem of light transport can be

used to yield additional insight for the inverse problem of

recovering scene parameters. Applications include quality

control of industrial parts which are often manufactured from

non-diffuse materials as well as scientific applications in

areas as diverse as oceanography, photogrammetry, applied

optics and experimental physics.
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